
 

Q Did you enjoy the audio extracts? Did they help and how? 

A They helped me a lot so that I can learn the pronunciation, 

A Yes they did help a little more because if I got lost reading it would help me pick up 
where I might have left off. 

A Yes it makes me understand the text better. 

A 10/10 would recommend, made us more aware of the text and understood it 
better, gave us an emotional response to the text giving us a greater meaning of the 
overall text, Pace of speech can affect the amount of recollection of the text and 
understand what has been said (depends on the readers / listeners capabilities)   

 

Q What did you think of the voices? What did you think of the speed of reading? 

A It could have been a little slower, but not much. 

A The reading was paced okay just maybe a little bit slower and the way they read it 
was good 

A Well spoken, clear and understandable, include the option of English teachers 
reading it / person that we know and understand 

 

Q Would you like to hear your own vocational teachers’ voices instead?  If so, then 
who? 

A It would be a bit weird. 

A It would be disturbing hearing our IT teachers in an English lesson. 

A  I prefer if we can change the reader. I prefer the English teacher to read. 

 

Do you like being read to?  How does it make you feel? 

A I feel sleepy when someone reads. 

 

Q Would you like to have audio extracts with your next assessment that is coming 
up? 

A Wouldn’t mind if it was with a paper copy as well as I like to read along. 

A Not really. I prefer reading off a screen than being read too unless… that 
individual’s accent isn’t irritating  

A Yes it would be better read out loud  

A I think it will be easy to listen to some audios, that will make me more focused. 

  


